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THE COMPANY
Danza Mobile Company began its professional path in 2001, based in Seville, Spain. Over 

the years it has become a pillar in the professional dance world with a national and interna-
tional projection and collaborations. Since the first production of the company, there have 

been numerous productions to follow that have been presented more than 500 times across 
Europe and the Middle-East. In order for this to happen, the relationships Danza Mobile has 
established with over 60 professional artists and organizations, has been essential to its de-

velopment and to the growth of Inclusive performing arts. The work of the company has been 
touring in national and international circuits as well as Regional and Local. It has been part of 
National Festivals and Programs such as “Mes de Danza”, “Forum de Barcelona”, “Bienal de 

Flamenco de Sevilla”, “Festival de Música y Danza de Granada”, “Festival Eclèctic de Tarra-
gona” or  “Festival 10Sentidos Valencia”. Performing in international venues and Festivals in 

United Kingdom, Germany, Jordan, Italy, Switzerland, France, Holland, Turkey,  Russia, Wales, 
Belgium and Morocco 

 
As a result of this work, Danza Mobile has obtained several awards such as the

Dionysus for theater projects with social repercussions, awarded by UNESCO-Community
from Madrid (2012); the Andalusian Award for Good Practices in Personal Care

with disabilities of the Ministry for Equality and Social Welfare of the Junta de
Andalucia (2010); the ‘Solidarity’ Award from the Andalusian Union of Actors and Performers

(2010); the Mayte Theater Award for the Normalization of disability in the Theater
(2007); the City Medal for his career in promoting culture, art

and dissemination of the name of Seville and the MAX 2018 Social Character Award of the 
Society General of Authors (SGAE). The pieces ‘Sendas’ by Ana Erdozáin have also received 

awardsat the 2014 Madrid Choreographic Contest and ‘El Espejo’ by Vanesa Aibar at the
Choreographic Contest of Tetuán-Madrid 2016. As well as three Lorca 2017 awards that
awarded by the Association of Performing Arts of Andalusia (ARESAN) for the show ‘En

Vano’, by Arturo Parrilla. And, in 2018, the Escenarios de Sevilla Award to Helliot Baeza as
best dancer for the show ‘Helliot (only contemporary dance for public

diverse)’, created by Antonio Quiles. In 2021 the Association of Companies and Professionals
for the Development of Dance in Andalusia (PAD) awarded the Prize of Honor to the

Danza Mobile Company for its trajectory in benefit of dance
in the Andalusian community and its contribution to its progress.
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SYNOPSIS
From the beginning the idea that has moved this 
project Is to inhabit the spaces that arise from a sculptural work.
In this piece, the object itself is not what 
interests us, but the gaps  spaces in it. 
The suggestion resides precisely in what 
we do not see of the sculpture. 
And it’s from those empty spaces 
where start all the language that we propose.
A vain is a free space through which to cross to 
another place, or from which to observe what 
there is to the other side of the wall.
A vain can therefore be 
a promise, a question, a decision or a portrait.
A vain  can be a door that take us to the outside or inside. 
And  a vain it is also ineffective, futile, inoperative, unsuccessful.
How many small thoughts, experiences or visions full 
of strength and beauty stay in the intimacy of 
a person and they remain  unnoticed for the majority.
It is in that empty space, in that small insignificant 
moment for the world, where our journey begins, in vain.

premier| October 2016 | puerta jerez |  mes de danza (Seville, spain)

DURACtiÓo | 30 minutes | 55 minutes 

Street show | Theatre 

‘in vain’               link to video
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https://youtu.be/wRfNWiGukM0
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Artistic Profile

Performers:  Manuel Cañadas
Jaime García

José Manuel Muñoz
Arturo Parrilla

Choreography and direction:  arturo parrilla

Artistic adviser: Esmeralda Valderrama

MUSIC AND SOUND SPACE:        Emilio parrilla garcía-pelayo

MUSICAL RECORDING:                         Emilio Parrilla, Clarinete
Yioannis Marinos, Trombón

Fernan Mejuto, Vibráfono, piano,
 acordeón y sintetizador

Guillermo Almo, Batería y percusión
Alessio Bruno, Contrabajo

SCENIC SPACE:                                              Emilio Parrilla Muñoz

Light:  Diego Cousido
REALIZATION SCENOGRAPHY                        Carpintería Vázquez
DESING:   Raúl Guridi
Photography:  Raquel Álvarez
Video:    Jesús García
Media Communication:   Mercedes Vega 
ProduCTION and distribution:  Fernando Coronado

A production of Companía Danza Mobile  
IN COLLABORATION WITH INcubo Teatro
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arturo parrilla
Arturo Parrilla, Andalusian actor and dancer with extensive acting training, 
graduated from ESAD (Higher School of Dramatic Arts) in Seville. His pro-
fessional career is linked to physical and gestural theater and contemporary 
dance for more than ten years. Developing his work in companies  like CAT 
(Andalusian Company of Theater), TNT, La Tarasca, Dos Proposiciones, En 
Azul, Bric a Brac, Bikini Ducc or Danza Mobile. He combines his work as an 
actor and dancer with projects of his own creation from 2009, which he signs 
with the name of INcubo Teatro. Performing tours with his creations in scenic 
circuits and festivals such as the Theater Fair of Palma del Rio, La Alternativa 
(Madrid), Cadiz en Danza, Mes de Danza (Seville), Circuito de Diputación de 
Sevilla or Enrédate (Andalusia). Obtaining the recognition of the Andalusian 
Institute of Youth (best show of the contest Desencaja 2010) for his mono-
logue Sueño ... Luego Existo, or the PAD awards (Best Street show 2014) for 
the contemporary dance piece El Soberao. Currently he works with Danza 
Mobile as teacher of Drama and performer from 2010.

BIOGRAPHIES 

JOSÉ MANUEL MUÑOZ
Jose Manuel was always interested in dance and in other art forms such as theater and 
poetry. It was when he joined Danza Mobile at the very beginning of its existence, when 
he had the chance to explore and express all he had within him. He has been in most 
of the productions of the Company, “Figuras para unsueño” (1998),“Tic-Tac” (1999); “El 
Paseo de Busterkeaton “ (2000),“Mal Oficio” (2001). Working with choreographers like 
Javier Leyton, Manuel Cañadas, Fernando Lima, Esmeralda Valderrama, Antonio Quiles 
in “Sigue latiendo” (2002), “Lenguas Congeladas” (2003), “L’image” (2004). “Jaquelado” 
(2005); “Algunas Veces” (2006), “Dame un Segundo” (2011), “Una Ciudad Encendida” 
(2012), “Tres sillas vacías” (2014) and “TODO me dice ALGO” (2014). He has also
collaborated with other artists like the Swiss choreographer Anna Roethlisberger, the 
theater director Pedro Alvarez-Ossorio. Figuring in the short movie “El Vuelo de Coco” 
(2007) by Andrés Román, the film “Yo También” (2009) by Antonio Naharro y Álvaro 
Pastor. He has  been awarded in the “Certamen de Poesía Feaps-Andalucía 2010” 
with a  poetry award.
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MANUEL CAÑADAS
He is a choreographer, teacher and dancer from Malaga. In 1984 he 

began his training as an actor and dancer in his hometown. In 1997 he 
founded his own company, “Perros en Danza”.  In 2009 he received the 

Stage Award of male Interpretation in Dance with“Petroff, solo quiere 
bailar” (Petroff, only wants to dance) .

Best dancer prize at the Seville Scenarios Awards 2014 for the Work 
“Bombillas. No te veo. Anexo I” (Light bulbs. I do not see you. Annex I ). 

Andalusian Theater Prize at the best male interpreter of Dance 2015.

BIOGRAPHIES 

jaime garcía
Jaime was born in Spain in 1986. He realized his studies in the Professio-
nal Training Program that Danza Mobile offers joining later the Company. 

He premiered in 2006 with “Algunas Veces” by Esmeralda Valderrama, 
and since then he has taken part in productions such as “Descompasaos” 

(2008) by Manuel Cañadas, “Dame un Segundo” (2011) by Manuela  
alleja, “Una Ciudad Encendida” (2012) by Fernando Lima, “Idem (qué mo-
nocigótico me siento) (2014) by Arturo Parrilla, ”Sonámbulos. Encuentros 

y Saludos 2” (2015) y “Where is down?”
 a collaboration with Yugsamas

Movent Collective.
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rider
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+34 954 378 816
info@danzamobile.es

Bajos Puente Cristo de la Expiración L1
41001 Sevilla (España)

Direction: Esmeralda Valderrama

Production y distribution: Fernando Coronado
Telephone: +34 629 46 24 12 
distribucion@danzamobile.es

Technical contact: Diego Cousido 
Telephone:  +34 675 493 982 

lighting

Show adaptable to the particular conditions of each space.

sound
AP propriate clothing to room

Type scenario monitors sidefill
CD / pendrive

OTHERS
1 Camerino with good lighting, mirror,

Bottled water for assembly and function

+INFO

Production y distribution: Javier Ossorio 954 910 792 
   distribucion@danzamobile.es

Direction: Esmeralda Valderrama
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